The Monster Under the Bed

Children often worry about the monster under the bed. Fortunately, adults can assuage that
scary feeling with warmth and love and children eventually learn that monsters are a
figment of their imagination. Now the monster under the bed is real, and the fear inside of
the children of the land is palpable. Sadly, the horrible loss of twenty precious little joyful
kids is only the surface of the damage the young man with the assault weapon inflicted on
our children.

Yes, children are resilient – and some pundits will say ‘don’t worry, kids will deal with it with
no long-term damage in most cases’. Don’t believe them for a minute. Being tough and
resilient is different from having the magic of childhood ripped away.

We adults have collectively elected to inflict this on our children. And I do not mean only
the NRA officials, the gun lobbyists, the gun-company owners or the politicians who
implicitly condone ‘guns of war’ entering our schools. I mean all of us, all adults who are
collectively responsible for the precious gift of childhood. We have all abdicated our solemn
obligation to our children.

What to do? First, we need immediate changes to how we deal with gun ownership in this
country. As a neurologist, I am required to report to the Department of Motor Vehicles any
patient who is having cognitive changes such as marked Alzheimer’s disease that
precludes him or her from driving safely. Similarly, I am required to report anyone with a

likelihood of losing consciousness that is not under control with medications. Any rational
person would not want someone losing control of their car and plowing into 20 defenseless
children in the local schoolyard, yet we let the same carnage happen with a gun in the
hands of unstable people. Perhaps we need to examine whether health care professionals
have a responsibility to report patients with a propensity for violence to gun licensing
agencies. We already have such a reporting requirement for anyone who is actively suicidal
or homicidal.

And to what end are we deluged with guns? So that gun enthusiasts can handle their sleek
toys and feel the power of weapons that have now been turned against our children? The
logic that each American has the inalienable right to any firearm is profoundly flawed. By
this line of thought a ‘gun enthusiast’ should be able to have a 50-caliber armor-piercing
machine gun. Presumably, the excitement derived from shooting one projectile would be
magnified by shooting an even bigger missile of death. Assault weapon aficionados should
logically agree that owning a bazooka is their right. Why not surface-to-air missiles
providing an even bigger rush?

All this so that we can have a ‘silent militia’ to protect our country? A ‘silent militia’ is a
concept that exists only in the minds of the paranoid: we already have the greatest and
most loyal fighting forces ever assembled on the face of the earth. Or so that we can ‘Live
Free or Die’? Spare us all the John Wayne movies – which, by the way, I thoroughly enjoy.

A word about NRA members is warranted. Let me divulge that I was a shotgun owner and
hunter as a kid in rural New Jersey, like virtually every other boy in my small rural town. I
am a supporter of the Second Amendment to the Constitution and certainly all NRA
members feel the same. But most NRA members do not support unbridled access to guns
that have no place in hunting and are vehicles of war.

Why are we at this juncture? How is it that twenty innocent children could be slaughtered
so easily, by a disturbed 20-year-old with a lethal military-grade weapon? Let’s look inward.
The failure to stand up to the powerful gun lobby is a failure of our collective responsibility
to protect our children. Look not to the NRA Headquarters; look to yourself, YOU are
responsible. Lack of action is action.

How do we break this cycle of adult irresponsibility that plagues the nation and has taken
joy from so many family members in Newtown? What, then, to do? Obviously, new
licensing approaches is a must. Current Federal laws on gun purchase need to be
extended to gun shows, internet and inter-personal sales. I’d go further. I’d personally
prefer a recall of all assault weapons -- a move that has worked well in other countries.
But I must assume this is a non-starter in the USA. Rather, we, the protectors of childhood,
should lobby our elected officials to ban the sale of assault rifles, large clips, armor
piercing-bullets and body armor. These sales are unconscionable – it is simply unheard of
in other first-world nations.

The NRA leadership should be ashamed that they are not advocating strongly for this
change. Of course, as usual, shame seems to be tempered by profit. The bottom line is
money in the pockets of the NRA leadership, their lobbyists, and the gun company owners.
Every retirement fund or company holding shares in any company making assault weapons
for public purchase needs to divest all their holdings NOW. If they don’t comply, WE must
remove our funds and use our purchasing power by boycotting these companies.
Neuroscience and common sense has shown that the fear of public shaming is perhaps the
biggest stress anyone can endure. Maybe we circulate the names of the top 100 NRA
leaders, lobbyists and automatic weapon manufacturers, making sure we know where the
purveyors of death reside.

Am I being extreme? I certainly hope so. The NRA is not the problem. We – the adults of
the United States of America – are the problem. We have abdicated our sacred
responsibility to our children. Do not expect politicians alone to change this. Only the
concerted efforts of all of us will change a culture of gun violence. People who fail to act
now must assume partial responsibility for the next death of a child. Stop the Monster
Under the Bed before the fabric of childhood freedom, safety, happiness and magic is
irretrievably cut.
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